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ABSTRACT
Helical, cross‐flow turbines have a number of
attractive properties for use in generating
electricity from fast moving tidal, ocean, and river
currents. These include low torque oscillations,
inherent flow alignment in a vertical orientation,
and a convenient form factor. However, the
hydrodynamics of these turbines are not as well
understood as for axial flow or straight‐bladed,
cross‐flow variants. This paper presents results
from simulations, laboratory experiments, and
field studies of helical, cross‐flow turbines with
emphasis on performance, wake characteristics,
and responsiveness to inflow turbulence. These
results demonstrate the utility of combining
numerical modeling with laboratory and field
experiments and suggest a number of avenues for
future study.
INTRODUCTION
Cross‐flow turbines are a technology capable
of generating power from swiftly moving tidal,
ocean, and river currents. Close analogues to
vertical axis wind turbines, cross‐flow turbines
have several desirable attributes relative to axial‐
flow (horizontal axis) turbines. Among these is a
rectangular form factor that enables cross‐flow
turbines to achieve a high blockage ratio (i.e., ratio
of turbine swept area to channel cross‐sectional
area) in natural and man‐made channels [1].
Turbines arranged to achieve a high blockage
ratio are able to exceed the Betz limit associated
with unconfined flows [2], since this arrangement
allows an array to draw on the potential energy in
the flow.
Among the cross‐flow turbine variants are
straight‐ and helical‐bladed designs. In both cases,
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the blades have a hydrofoil profile, but for helical
blades, the profile traces out a helical sweep along
the blade span [3,4,5]. If a helical turbine is
designed to achieve a “full wrap” (i.e., no
circumferential void space between the end of one
blade and the beginning of another), then at any
angular position, a point along the span of one
blade will always be at the optimal angle of attack
and the torque produced will be nearly constant.
This overcomes the potentially damaging “stutter‐
start” behavior for straight‐bladed cross‐flow
turbines. Specifically, because the entire blade of a
straight‐bladed rotor achieves maximum torque at
one angular position, a turbine operating in a
turbulent flow near its cut‐in velocity can stutter
between high and low torque positions, starting
and stopping multiple times in a single “start‐up”
period [3]. In addition, a vertically‐oriented cross‐
flow turbine allows for inherent yaw alignment
without a yaw drive mechanism.
Set against these benefits are the complex
hydrodynamics associated with a cross‐flow
geometry. In operation, the vortices shed from
blades on the upstream portion of their rotation
may interact with the downstream blades, as
shown in Figure 1, giving rise to more complicated
hydrodynamics than those of horizontal axis
turbines.
To date, our research has combined numerical
simulations, laboratory experiments, and field
studies to better understand the hydrodynamics,
power performance, and wake characteristics of
helical, cross‐flow turbines. These have included
tests with four‐bladed turbines at blade chord
Reynolds numbers up to 105. This paper presents
two aspects of that research: (1) a comparison of
hydrodynamic performance obtained through
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TABL
LE 1. TURBINE
E PARAMETERS
S.
Parrameter
Laboratorry‐
scale turbiine
Blad
de profile
NACA 0018
8
Turrbine diameteer 17.2 cm
(D)
Turrbine height (H))
23.4 cm
Turrbine
aspecct 1.36
rati o (H/D)
Heliical pitch anglle 60o
(θ)
Blad
de chord lengtth 4.05 cm
(c)
Blad
de thickness (t))
0.73 cm
Soliidity ratio (σ)
0.30

ale
Field‐sca
turbine
NACA 00
018
72.4 cm
101.3 cm
m
1.40
60o
17.3 cm
3.1 cm
0.30

defined as
speeed ratio (λ) is d



FIGURE 1. CROSS‐FLOW TURBINE FLOW
W GEOMETRY.
ADAPTED FROM [6].

numericall simulationss and laborratory flumee
experimen
nts of four‐blaaded turbines and (2) early
y
results from field exp
periments, inccluding wakee
characteriistics and the dynamic response of a
coupled turbine‐generrator system
m to inflow
w
current vaariations.
OLOGY
METHODO
escription
Turbine De
The turbines
t
used
d in numericaal, laboratory,,
and field experimentss are four‐bladed, helical,
w turbines, witth parameterss presented in
n
cross‐flow
Table 1. The
T solidity ratio
r
(σ) is defined
d
as thee
fraction of the turbine circumferencee occupied by
y
d four‐bladed
d
the bladees. Both threee‐bladed and
turbines with equivallent solidity ratios weree
d in exploratorry experimentts [6] and thee
compared
four‐bladeed turbine demonstrated superiorr
performan
nce. For this reason, subsequentt
numericall, laboratory,, and field experimentss
focused on
n a four‐bladeed design. Thee leading edgee
and trailin
ng edge of eacch blade are located
l
at thee
same radiius from the center
c
of rotattion, resultingg
in zero blaade pitch (refferenced to th
he half chord).
The labo
oratory‐scale turbine blades
b
weree
machined from an alum
minum alloy (6
6061‐T6). Thee
des were fabricated from a
field‐scalee turbine blad
glass‐fiberr composite using a resin‐infusion
r
n
manufactu
uring processs. The NACA 0018 profilee
was
ch
hosen
for
d
its
well‐documented
hydrodynaamic propeerties and mechanicall
strength.
erformance
Turbine Pe
Several parameterrs are used to describee
peration and itts performancce. The tip
turbine op

R

(1)

U

urbine’s rotattional rate, R is its
wherre ω is the tu
radiu
us and U∞ iis the waterr current veelocity
upstrream of the tu
urbine’s hydro
odynamic influ
uence.
The coefficients of dynamic torque (CQ) and
perfoormance (CP) are defined ass
CQ 



(2)
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(3)

que produced
d by the turbin
ne, P is
wherre τ is the torq
the p
power extracted from the flow, and ρ is the
denssity of water (1000 kg/m3 – all experim
ments
and simulations conducted in fresh w
water).
Negllecting inducttion, the relattive current (U, as
seen
n by an obseerver in the blade’s fram
me of
referrence) is



U  U  1  2 cos  2



1
2

(4)

ngular positio
on of the blade, as
wherre θ is the an
defin
ned in Figuree 1. The blad
de chord Reyynolds
num
mber (Rec), deefined in term
ms of the reelative
curreent, is given as
R
Re c 

Uc


(5)

wherre μ is thee dynamic vviscosity of water
(1.00
02x10‐3 Pa‐s). This can lead
d to some amb
biguity
when
n
compariing
performance
bettween
expeeriments sincce the choicee of velocity scale
signiificantly affectts Rec, as show
wn in Figure 2
2. The
top p
panel shows th
he ratio of Rec calculated on
n the
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FIGU
URE 3. VARIAT
TION IN ANGL
LE OF ATTACK
K AS A
FUNC
CTION OF AN
NGULAR POSIT
TION (θ) AND
D TIP
SPEE
ED RATIO (λ)) FOR CROSS
S‐FLOW TURB
BINES.
COLO
OR SCALE SATU
URATES AT ±4
40O.

FIGURE 2. DIFFERENCE
E IN ReC USIING A LOCAL
L
VERSUS FR
REE STREAM VELOCITY
V
SCA
ALE (TOP) AND
D
LOCAL VERSUS BLAD
DE TIP VELO
OCITY SCALE
E
(BOTTOM)).

basis of U compared to Rec calculated
d on the basiss
t
operrating at λ<3,,
of U∞. Forr cross‐flow turbines
the angu
ular dependeence dominattes and thee
locally‐deffined Rec can be an order of magnitudee
smaller th
han the free‐sttream Rec. Sim
milarly, at λ>5,,
the angullar dependen
nce is negliggible, but thee
locally‐deffined Rec can be an order of magnitudee
larger thaan the free‐stream Rec. Altternatively, ass
shown in the
t lower pan
nel, the Rec can
n be defined in
n
terms of the
t blade tip velocity
v
(U∞λ). As shown in
n
the loweer panel of Figure 2, the angularr
dependence is relatively
y minor for λ>
>3 and closely
y
R c. However,,
approximaates the locaally‐defined Re
since λ < 2 for the turbines discussed
d in this study,
the locally
y‐defined Rec (Equation 5)
5 is used forr
clarity.
w turbine, the blades on a
Unlikee an axial flow
cross‐flow
w turbine exp
perience largge and rapid
d
variationss in their angle of attack (aangle between
n
the blade chord line and
d U). The angle of attack (α))
is given ass

bladee in deep stalll. However, because of the rapid
timee‐variation off α, the blad
des experiencce an
known as “dynamic
unst eady hydrodyynamic effect k
whereby the blade maintaains a
stall”” [e.g., 7], w
favorrable lift to drag ratio at higher anggles of
attacck compared tto static condiitions.
E
Equally imporrtant to the in
nterpretation of the
perfoormance results are several characteristiics of
the fflow environm
ment. The blockage ratio (ε) is
defin
ned as

  Ac 2RH .

(6)

hannel cross‐‐sectional areaa. The
wherre Ac is the ch
Frou
ude number (F
Fr) is defined aas
Frr  U 

gh

(7)

ue to gravity (9.81
wherre g is the accceleration du
m/s2 ) and h is thee water depth
h. The perform
mance
of a turbine in cconfined flow
w may significantly
n unconfined flow,
exce ed that of a turbine in
uction factor, ε, and
depeending on the turbine’s indu
Fr [8
8]. To date, no universally accepted blo
ockage
correections have b
been developed and care sshould
be taaken when comparing resu
ults between ttests if
thesee parameterss vary. Finallly, the turbu
ulence
inten
nsity (I) is defi
fined as
I U U .

(8)

(5))

wherre σU is the standard devviation of thee flow
veloccity and U is the meean flow velocity.

n in Figure 3, α can take on
o values thatt
As shown
static hydrrofoil theory would
w
suggestt places the

Turb
bulence intenssity affects po
ower productiion, as
well as wake mixxing (i.e., the wake mixes more
dly with higheer ambient I).
rapid

 sin 
   cos 

  tan 1 

.
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FIGURE 4. FLUME TEST CONFIGURATIO
C
ON.

Laboratoryy Experiments
Laborratory experim
ments were conducted in
n
the Stev
venson‐Eroglu
u water flu
ume at thee
University
y of Washingtton. The flume test section
n
is 300 cm
m long and 76 cm wide. Waater depth (h))
was ~47 cm (3600 cm2 cross‐sectio
onal area) and
d
horizontall free stream velocity
y (U∞) wass
maintaineed at 0.7 m/s.. Accounting for the cross‐‐
sectional area of both the turbine and
a
test rig, ε
was ~19%
%, Fr was ~0.3
33, and I was ~4%.
~
To characterize
c
turbine perrformance, a
dynamom
meter was con
nstructed, consisting of a
particle brake,
b
torque cell, and op
ptical encoderr
mounted to a rigid frame
f
(Figure 4). Duringg
testing, the turbine wass supported att both ends by
y
stainless steel
s
roller beaarings with itss centerline att
nominal mid‐water depth
d
(23 cm).
c
Currentt
velocity was
w monitored
d at 4Hz at a location 1.2 m
(7 diametters) upstreaam of the tu
urbine by an
n
acoustic Doppler veelocimeter (A
ADV, Nortek
k
Vector) co
onnected to a PC. The sam
mpling volumee
for the ADV was mid‐water
m
deepth (turbinee
horizontall and vertical centerline). At
A the start off
each test, the turbine was
w allowed to
o reach steady
y
state undeer a no‐load co
ondition and then
t
a particlee
brake (Placid Industrries B2‐12‐1
1) applied a
constant rotational resistance. The turbinee
rotation rate
r
(ω) was monitored by
b an opticall
encoder and
a torque waas measured by a reaction
n
torque seensor. Outputs from the torque
t
sensorr
and opticaal encoder weere recorded at 4 Hz usingg
LabView. These values were averagged over a 30
0
second period to produce a low‐noisee
representaation of the power extraacted by thee
turbine.
Numerical Simulations
The
commercial
Computattional
Fluid
d
Dynamics (CFD) softwaare package FL
LUENT (v12.0,,

YS) was used
d for numeriical modelingg. The
ANSY
simu
ulation solved
d the Reynold
ds‐averaged N
Navier‐
Stokkes (RANS) eq
quations with
h the Shear Stress
Tran
nsport (SST)‐kk‐ω turbulence closure mod
del on
control‐volume
space
a
cell‐centered,
discrretization. The SST‐k‐ω mo
odel has been
n used
exten
nsively as the turbuleence closuree for
num
merical modelling of wind and hydrok
kinetic
turbiines [e.g., 9], because it prrovides an acccurate
repreesentation of the wall‐boun
nded turbulen
nt flow
nearr the blade waalls and the freee‐shear turbu
ulence
in tthe wake. T
The SIMPLE pressure‐veelocity
coup
pling and seco
ond order disccretization in space
and ttime were useed. A sliding m
mesh computaational
techn
nique was used to simullate the flow
w field
arou
und the rotatiing turbine. T
To do so, thee flow
dom ain was diviided into two zones: an inner
rotatting cylindrical zone which
h contains th
he fine
mesh
h around the blades and aan outer, statiionary
zonee that defines tthe rest of thee domain (mattching
that of the flumee experimentss). The innerr zone
(slid ing mesh) ro
otates at a p
prescribed an
ngular
veloccity and exteends 1.2 turb
bine radii from
m the
turbiine axis and m
matches the heeight of the tu
urbine,
capp
ped by two end plates (simulated as n
no‐slip
wallss).
T
The spatial diiscretization w
was determin
ned by
the rresolution req
quired to capture the physsics of
the boundary layyer on the b
blade surface. This
depeends upon thee viscous length scale, wh
hich is
Reyn
nolds numberr dependent, aand the posittion of
the n
nearest grid node to the wall, expresssed in
term
m of its y+ value, the d
dimensionlesss wall
distaance:
y   u* y  .

(9)

wherre u* is the friction velocityy at the wall an
nd ν is
kinem
matic
visco
osity.
Comp
parison
bettween
num
merical
sim
mulations
and
laborratory
expeeriments indiccated that a n
near‐wall mod
deling
apprroach with y+ ≈ 1 is neceessary to corrrectly
pred
dict the bound
dary layer dyn
namics on rottating,
heliccal blades. Fu
urther detailss of the simu
ulation
techn
nique are pressented in [10,12].
T
The numericaal simulations were conduccted in
a dom
main with a ccross‐sectional area matchin
ng the
flum
me experimentts. However, b
because the teest rig
is noot reproduced
d in the simullation, the blo
ockage
ratioo for simulaations is low
wer than in
n the
expeeriments (ε = 1
11.3%). The turbulence intensity
is alsso lower (I=1.6%) and, in a RANS simullation,
the blades experrience the m
mean, rather than
turbu
ulent flow.

Field
d Experiments
FFor field expeeriments, the field‐scale tu
urbine
(Tab
ble 1) was m
mounted to tthe transom of an
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unpowereed skiff. The turbine was supported att
both endss by a frame (four cylindrical memberss
connecting a pair of caage plates). Th
he drive shaftt
was conn
nected to a 10:1 gearbox coupled to a
permanen
nt magnet 3‐p
phase alternattor (WindBluee
Power). Via
V a DC recctifier, the allternator wass
connected
d to a load bank with ten resistivee
settings. During
D
tests, a powered veessel ~100 m
upstream of the skiff towed
t
the turrbine through
h
still waterr at nominal velocities
v
of 1.0,
1 1.5, or 2.0
0
m/s. The resistive bank
k was then cy
ycled through
h
its settings to develop a power‐performance curvee
(i.e., CP vs.
v λ). During
g tests, a datta acquisition
n
system co
onnected to a PC monittored turbinee
rotational rate, voltagee, and curren
nt across thee
load bank
k at a 100 Hz
H sampling rate. Currentt
velocity was
w
monitorred by acou
ustic Dopplerr
velocimeters (ADV, No
ortek Vector)) mounted 1
diameter upstream and
a
downstrream of thee
turbine saampling at 32 Hz.

Turbine Pe
erformance
Comp
ponent efficien
ncies for the power train
n
were exp
perimentally determined in order to
o
evaluate turbine
t
CP fro
om field testin
ng. The solid‐‐
state diod
de rectifier effficiency was found to bee
93%, whille the alternaator efficiency
y ranged from
m
11% ‐ 67
7% and was dependent on
o both shaftt
speed and
d load [11]. Th
he efficiency of
o the gearboxx
was assu
umed constan
nt at the manufacturer’s
m
s
specificatiion of 95% an
nd will be chaaracterized in
n
future sttudies. Comp
ponent efficiiencies weree
applied to
o the system power
p
output to determinee
CP for the rotor as

CP 

Pe
U RH
R  d g
3


(10))

where Pe is
i the electriccal power disssipated by thee
load bank
k and ηd an
nd ηg are th
he drivetrain
n
(gearbox) and generator (rectifieer/alternator))
efficienciees defined above.

Turbine Wake
W
For wake
w
characterrization studiees, an array off
six Doppller profilers (Nortek Aqu
uadopps) wass
towed beehind the skiiff on Dopp‐ccat platformss
(Figure 5). The Aquado
opps measured
d velocity at 1
Hz, using 0.5
0 m bins cen
ntered at the nominal
n
0.7 m
vertical ceenterline of the
t towed turbine. Duringg
these experiments, the generator load was set to
o
achieve maximum
m
CP and
a
data was collected forr
five‐minutte intervals att near‐constan
nt velocity forr
multiple Dopp‐cat configurations (total of 24
4
downstreaam stations).

FIGU
URE 5. FIELD E
EXPERIMENT L
LAYOUT FOR WAKE
CHAR
RACTERIZATIO
ON STUDIES.

Turbiine Dynamic R
Response
T
To assess thee responsiven
ness of the turbine‐
geneerator system
m to variatio
ons in the iinflow
curreents, spectra were constrructed from time‐
seriees observation
ns of the infflow kinetic p
power
denssity (proportio
onal to U∞3) and electrical p
power
outp
put. For this aanalysis, 45 ssecond intervvals at
nearr‐constant tow
w velocity weere subdivided
d into
9‐seccond window
ws with 50% o
overlap. Specttra for
the ffull interval w
were produced
d by applying a fast
Fourrier transform
m to the sub
b‐windows (w
with a
Ham
mming filter) and mergin
ng the wind
dowed
spec tra to achievee narrow confiidence intervaals.
RESU
ULTS
Num
merical Modelin
ng and Laboraatory Experimeents of
Turb ine Performan
nce
N
Numerical sim
mulations are less expensivee than
laborratory experim
ments and aree an importan
nt tool
for understandin
ng turbine hyydrodynamicss and
optim
mizing design
n. For examplle, Figure 6 sshows
the ssimulated dyn
namic torque coefficient forr each
bladee over a comp
plete rotation. Angular posittion is
referrenced to the top of the firrst blade. Maxximum
torqu
ue occurs w
when the bllade mid sp
pan is
posittioned at θ~90o. While CQ fo
or the individu
ual
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FIGURE 6. SIMULATED DYNAMIC
D
TORQ
QUE (CQ,D) FOR
R
EACH BLADE AS A FUNCTION OF
O
ANGULAR
R
POSITION AT λ = 1.6. θ IS REFERENCED
D TO THE TOP
P
OF THE FIR
RST BLADE (I.E
E., θMID‐SPAN = θ + 45o) [12].

blades is a strong fun
nction of θ, the
t
aggregatee
torque is nearly
n
constan
nt. This is as expected
e
from
m
the qualittative descripttion of the an
ngle of attack
k
for a heliccal blade pressented in the introduction,
but is diffiicult to investtigate experim
mentally at thee
level of an
n individual blade.
Howeever, experimeental validatio
on is a cruciall
step for an
ny numerical simulation. Fiigure 7 showss
the com
mparison bettween CP–λ curves forr
simulation
n and experim
ments at U∞ = 0.7 m/s. Ass
discussed in [12], therre are severall contributingg
factors to
t
the und
der‐prediction of CP by
y
simulation
ns, including the fidelity at which thee
simulation
n predicts unssteady flow seeparation and
d
differencees between the experiimental and
d
simulated conditions.
First, Figure 8 shows a comparrison between
n
the experimental and simulated dy
ynamic torquee
for a sing
gle‐bladed heliical, cross‐flow turbine. In
n
this case, agreement between sim
mulations and
d
experimen
nts is quite go
ood, with both
h showing thatt
maximum
m torque occurs at sim
milar angularr
position (i.e.,
(
θ ~90o at
a mid‐span on
o the blade).
This resu
ult demonstrrates the im
mportance off
dynamic stall
s
to cross‐‐flow turbine performance.
The top panel
p
of Figu
ure 9 shows the static liftt
coefficientt (CL) for a NACA 0018 foil at Rec =
4.6x104 (ii.e., Rec at blaade mid‐span
n position forr
maximum
m CQ at λ = 1.6) over thee range of α
experienced by the blad
de. First, we note
n
that theree
is some uncertainty
u
in
n CL between sources. [13]]
report exxperimental results
r
from wind tunnell
testing (b
blue line), wh
hile [14] repo
ort CL over a
wider ran
nge of α using a numerical panel
p
method
d
(black linee), but did no
ot undertake experimentall
validation
n for the NACA 0018
8 geometry.
Regardless of the CL source, under staticc
conditionss, flow shoulld be separaated over thee
majority of
o the blade sp
pan, as demonstrated by thee

o drag coefficient (CL/CD) sshown
low ratio of lift to
he bottom pan
nel. While induction reduces the
in th
appaarent free sttream velocitty, contractin
ng the
rangge of α and sshifting it to lower valuees, for
indu
uced velocity rreductions of ~
~20% this does not
signiificantly alter the conclusio
ons regarding static
stall.. Since this angular posiition is show
wn to
geneerate the high
hest torque in
n both experim
ments
and simulations,, the influeence of unssteady
hydrrodynamics iss clear (i.e., dyynamic stall rresults
in faavorable CL/CD past α correesponding to static
stall)). This sugggests that caution shoulld be
exerccised when in
nterpreting th
he effect of vaarying
Rec oon cross‐flow tturbine perforrmance, sincee static
foil p
performance d
data may be m
misleading.
T
The RANS siimulations in
nclude a num
merical
artifaact with sim
milar consequ
uences to dynamic
stall.. Namely, the ssimulation tim
me step is set b
by the
requ
uirements for mesh compattibility betweeen the
innerr, rotating meesh and outer, stationary mesh.
This is prescribed
d by turbine rrotational ratte, not
fidel ity of flow separation ffrom the ro
otating
bladees. Consequeently, the laaminar separation
bubb
ble on the foil at higher anggles of attack iin this
quassi‐steady simulation “lags” the steadyy‐state
resullt. Qualitativeely, the perfformance efffect is
simillar to dynamic stall, but iss a combination of
ons to
the ttime lag and teendency for R
RANS simulatio
overr‐estimate thee angle of atttack at which
h flow
sepaaration occurrs. We hypo
othesize that the
diffe rences betweeen experimental and simu
ulated
CP‐λ curves (Figurre 7) are prim
marily caused by an
overrall underestim
mation of dyynamic stall b
by the
RAN S simulationss. This is consistent with thee good
agre ement between experimen
nts and simulaations
at hiigher λ for th
he single‐blad
ded turbine (F
Figure
8), siince the anglee of attack varriation is decrreases
at higher λ (Figuree 3). Consequently, dynamiic stall
shou
uld be less imp
portant at high
her λ.
SSecond, the ssimulations aare conducted
d at a
blockkage ratio off 11.3%, whille the experim
ments
are cconducted at a blockage ratio of 18.7%. While
the ssimulations do not includee a free surfacce, the
rigid
d lid allows sttatic pressuree to vary upstream
and downstream
m of the turb
bine in the same
mann
ner as a free‐‐surface elevaation change. While
no b
blockage corrrections havee been appliied to
expeerimental or simulation reesults, CP has been
show
wn to increasee with ε [8]. W
We hypothesizze that
this effect is secondary tto dynamic stall
conssiderations sin
nce higher blockage ratios sshould
also result in peakk CP shifting to
o higher λ, wh
hereas
peakk CP occurs aat approximattely the samee λ in
simu
ulations and exxperiments.
T
These resullts suggest that num
merical
simu
ulations are a useful to
ool for qualiitative
analyysis of perforrmance trade‐‐offs across a wide
rangge of geometric and operatin
ng conditions in the
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FIGURE 7. COMPARISON
N BETWEEN EX
XPERIMENTAL
L
AND SIMU
ULATED COEFF
FICIENT OF PERFORMANCE
P
E
(CP) FOR A FOUR‐BLADE
ED TURBINE AT
T U∞ = 0.7 m/ss
[12].

FIGU
URE 9. (TOP) STATIC LIFT COEFFICIENT
T AND
(BOT
TTOM) RATIO OF STATIC LIF
FT TO STATIC DRAG
COEF
FFICIENT FOR
R A NACA001
18 FOIL AT ReC =
4.6x1
104. VALUES FROM [13]] AND [14] ARE
INTE
ERPOLATED FR
ROM REPORTE
ED RANGE OF R
ReC.
FIGURE 8. COMPARISON
N BETWEEN EX
XPERIMENTAL
L
AND SIMU
ULATED DYNA
AMIC TORQUE COEFFICIENT
T
FOR A SINGLE‐BLADED TURBINE
T
AT λ = 3.2 AND U∞
= 0.7 m/s. θ IS REFERENCED TO THE
E TOP OF THE
E
BLADE (I.E
E., θMID‐SPAN = θ + 45o) [12].

design ph
hase for hellical, cross‐fllow turbines.
However, experimentts play a key
k
role in
n
quantitativ
ve performan
nce analysis of
o prototypess
and in valiidating numerrical simulatio
ons.

Field Experiments
Turbine Pe
erformance
CP verrsus λ for a 1.5
5 m/s nominaal tow velocity
y
is shown in Figure 10. Rec at peak CP varies from
m
7.9x104 – 4.8x105 over a single rotattion, ε is ~0%,,
Fr is ~0, and I is ~4%
%. Rec is apprroximately an
n
order off magnitude greater th
han for thee
laboratory
y‐scale turbin
ne. Peak performance iss
observed between λ off 1 and 2 for tow
t
velocitiess
between 1‐2
1 m/s, in agreement
a
wiith laboratory
y
and numeerical resultss. However, limitations
l
in
n
achieving high flow speeds
s
in th
he laboratory
y
experimen
nts (resulting
g in operating in a lowerr
regime off Reynolds nu
umber) and the
t
effects off
blockage
inhibit
direct
d
comp
parisons
off
performan
nce data beetween field studies and
d
laboratory
y experimentss [11].

FIGU
URE 10. CP AS A FUNCTION
N OF λ FOR F
FIELD‐
SCAL
LE TESTING AT 1.5 m//s NOMINAL TOW
VELO
OCITY.

Preliiminary analyysis suggests that the rep
ported
peakk CP values for field experiiments under these
cond
ditions havee an uncerrtainty (standard
deviaation of meassurements and sensor accu
uracy)
on th
he order of 5% of the valu
ue shown in F
Figure
10. This turbinee’s performan
nce is in geeneral
agre ement with p
previous studiies of high‐so
olidity,
heliccal, cross‐flow
w turbines [4]. Lower so
olidity
heliccal cross‐flow turbines [5] aand straight b
bladed
crosss‐flow turbin
nes [4,15] both demon
nstrate
higheer performan
nce coefficien
nts, at the co
ost of
redu
uced starting ttorque.
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Turbine Wake
W
The structure
s
of th
he wake dow
wnstream of a
hydrokineetic
turbinee
is
an
importantt
considerattion for arraay design, paarticularly forr
densely packed
p
arrays attempting to
t exploit thee
performan
nce benefits of
o high blockage ratios. Thee
velocity deficit along the wak
ke centerlinee
observed during field experiments is shown in
n
Figure 11
1 for tow velo
ocities of 1.0,, 1.5, and 2.0
0
m/s. Notaably, directly downstream
d
of
o the turbinee
(e.g., 1 diameter),
d
th
he velocity is near‐zero,,
indicating
g a strong reecirculation zone.
z
Beyond
d
this, the wake recoveers to free‐stream valuess
within 20 diameters. Th
his is consisteent with wakee
observatio
ons in flume experiments.
e
The observed
d
wake is likely
l
more persistent
p
than would bee
observed for a realisticc deployment, since in both
h
the laboraatory and field
d experimentss there is littlee
vertical sh
hear and low ambient turb
bulence (both
h
of which are
a importantt mechanisms that promotee
the mixing
g of the wake with
w the free stream).
s
Along‐chaannel velocity
y fluctuations in the wakee
are consistent with th
he observed spectrum off
turbulent kinetic energy
y (TKE) in thee wake, which
h
indicate higher
h
relativee TKE producction at lowerr
free‐stream velocity (Figure 12). As
A shown in
n
Figure 13, the upstream
m spectra aree much flatterr
than the spectra observed at tidal energy sitess
[16]. How
wever, the dow
wnstream spectra display a
classical f‐‐5/3 dependeence associatted with thee
decay of turbulent ed
ddies shed by
y the turbinee
blades.
Turbine Dyynamic Respon
nse
The dynamic ressponse of th
he combined
d
turbine‐geenerator systtem is of intterest for thee
design of control systeems intended
d to maximizee
power ou
utput and minimize
m
stru
uctural loads.
Figure 14
4 shows the input and output
o
powerr
spectra fo
or 1.5 m/s tow
w velocity at maximum CP.
For refereence, the frequ
uency scale asssociated with
h
the turbin
ne height is ~1
1.6 Hz. At frequencies lowerr
than 1.6 Hz,
H the powerr output closeely tracks thee
spectral content of the input power. The transferr
function (Figure
(
15) for the system shows powerr
output ressponse peaks at 1 Hz beforee substantially
y
dropping off at high
her frequenccies. This iss
consistentt with the tu
urbine length
h scales (i.e.,,
turbulencee at length scales smaller than thee
turbine ch
haracteristic dimensions
d
of diameter and
d
height willl affect perfo
ormance to a lesser degreee
than an “eengulfing gust””).
CONCLUSIONS
Thesee studies of helical
h
cross‐fflow, turbiness
have inccreased the understand
ding of thee
hydrodynaamics influen
ncing turbine performance,
the structu
ure of the turb
bine wake, and
d turbine

FIGU
URE 11. MEAN
N WAKE VEL
LOCITY (TOP)) AND
STAN
NDARD DEVIIATION OF WAKE VELOCITY
(BOT
TTOM) NON‐D
DIMENSIONALIZED BY UPST
TREAM
VELO
OCITY (UO) A
ALONG THE W
WAKE CENTER
RLINE.
GREY
Y SHADING DE
ENOTES TURBINE POSITION.

resp onse to variaations in inflo
ow velocity. R
Results
demoonstrate the utility of com
mbining num
merical
mod eling with laboratory and
d field experim
ments
and ssuggest a num
mber of avenu
ues for future study.
Firstt, given the importancce of accu
urately
pred
dicting dynam
mic stall, ffurther num
merical
studiies could be undertaken tto more rigorrously
defin
ne the requirrements for resolving dynamic
stall behavior. Seecond, in ordeer to enable direct
comp
parisons between laborratory and field
expeeriments, blo
ockage correections shoulld be
deveeloped. Likew
wise, such com
mparisons wou
uld be
enhaanced
thro
ough
a
more
thorough
undeerstanding off how dynamiic stall variess with
bladee chord Reyn
nolds numberr. Finally, thee field
studiies suggest a number of interesting
posssibilities for tu
urbine control to track turb
bulent
pertu
urbations to enhance pow
wer generation or
rejecct them to deccrease structurral loads.
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FIGU
URE 14. SPECT
TRA FOR INF
FLOW POWER
R AND
OUTP
PUT GENERAT
TION AT 1.5 m
m/s TOW VELOCITY
AND MAXIMUM CP. BLACK LINES DENOTE 95%
CONF
FIDENCE INTERVALS FOR EA
ACH SPECTRUM
M.

FIGURE 12.
1
TURBULEN
NCE INTENSIT
TY (I) AS A
FUNCTION
N OF TOW SPEE
ED.

FIGU
URE 15. TRAN
NSFER FUNCT
TION FOR OU
UTPUT
POW
WER RESPONSSE WITH INFLOW POWE
ER AS
EXCI TATION.
BL
LACK
LINES
S
DENOTE
95%
CONF
FIDENCE INTERVAL.

FIGURE 13. UPSTREAM
M AND DOWN
NSTREAM TKE
E
SPECTRA.
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